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                              ABOUT DE AMICITIA CAMP PROGRAM 
 
 
De Amicitia is a not-for-profit, non-governmental organization inscribed in the Spanish 
National Associations Register since 1998. De Amicitia has three centers, Gargantilla del 
Lozoya in Madrid, Calpe in Alicante and Granada in Andalucia. We organize local and 
international activities and specially workcamps increasing the quatity and quality every year. 
 
We also have been very active in the organization of Youth Exchanges and seminars on the 
frame of EU Programs. We run projects mainly on rural development, environment, active 
participation and less opportunities. Our main aim is to develop local development policies 
specially in the rural areas about active participation, promoting volunteering and 
environmental education for the youth. 
 
In 2020, we are organizing projects for the volunteers almost from all ages, 13-99. The types 
of the camps that we are organizing in 2020 will be; environmental, cultural, working with the 
kids, archeological, artistical, construction.  
 
We are offering 42 workcamps and 7 more waiting for to be confirmed, 19 of them will be for 
teenagers and 23 will be for over 18 y/o volunteers. 
This year our camps will take place in; Sierra Norte de Madrid, Valencia, Alicante, Asturias, 
Navarra and Andalusia.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 

 



Code Name Type Pax Age Date Place 

ESDA-0120 (TBC!) Urbact I ENVI (TEEN) 12 15-17 01/07/2020 - 12/07/2020 Altea, Alicante 

ESDA-0220 (TBC!) Urbact II ENVI (TEEN) 12 15-17 11/07/2020 - 22/07/2020 Altea, Alicante 

ESDA-0320 (TBC!) Urbact III ENVI (TEEN) 12 15-17 21/07/2020 - 01/08/2020 Altea, Alicante 

ESDA-0420 (TBC!) Urbact IV ENVI (TEEN) 12 15-17 31/07/2019- 11/08/2019  Altea, Alicante 

ESDA-0520 (TBC!) Urbact V ENVI (TEEN) 12 15-17 10/08/2019- 22/08/2019 Altea, Alicante 

ESDA-0620 Cap Negret I ARCH/ENVI 10 18-99 15/06/2020 - 29/06/2020 Altea, Alicante 

ESDA-0720 Cap Negret II ARCH/ENVI 10 18-99 05/09/2020 - 19/09/2020 Altea, Alicante 

ESDA-0920 San Marcos Sun ART / RENO 14 18-99 10/08/2020 - 24/08/2020 San Marcos, Malaga 

ESDA-1020 (TBC!) Donkey Caravan ART/ ENVI 8 16-17 31/07/2019 - 20/08/2019 Sierra Norte, Madrid 

ESDA-1120 Talamaca Blanca EDU/KIDS 12 18-99 03/07/2020 - 17/07/2020 Talamanca, Madrid 

ESDA-1220 Talamanca Blanca 2 EDU/KIDS 12 18-99 17/07/2020 - 01/08/2020 Talamanca, Madrid 

ESDA-1320 Dreamy Drawings 
ART/EDU 
(TEEN) 12 15-17 03/08/2020 -14/08/2020 La Nucia, Alicante 

ESDA-1420 Castles in the Sand KIDS 14 18-99 

 
17/07/2020– 01/08/2020 La Nucia, Alicante 

ESDA-1520 Swing Under My Wing CULT 8 18-99 21/08/2020 - 05/09/2020 Alicante 

ESDA-1620 No Hell Below Us KIDS/CULT 14 18-99 01/08/2020 - 14/08/2020 Jodar, Jaen 

ESDA-1720 No Hill Below Us KIDS/ SPORT 14 18-99 15/08/2020 - 28/08/2020 Jodar, Jaen 

ESDA-1820 Tzar of Biar KIDS 11 18-99 28/07/2020 - 10/08/2020 Biar, Alicante 

ESDA-1920 Youth in Biar KIDS (TEEN) 12 13-16 01/08/2020 - 10/08/2020 Biar, Alicante 

ESDA-2120 Desert King of Bunuel ENVI (TEEN) 15 15-17 31/07/2020 - 14/08/2020 Buñuel, Navarra 

ESDA-2219 Fuente de la Reja TEEN I CONS (TEEN) 12 14-17 06/07/2020 - 16/07/2020 Pegalajar,Jaen 

ESDA-2319 Fuente de la Reja TEEN II CONS (TEEN) 12 14-17 17/07/2020 - 27/07/2020 Pegalajar,Jaen 

ESDA-2419 Footprints on the Greek l KIDS / RENO 8 20-30 29/06/2020 - 18/07/2020 Colunga,Asturias 

ESDA-2519 Footprints on the Greek lI KIDS / RENO 8 20-30 20/07/2020 - 08/08/2020 Colunga,Asturias 

ESDA-2619 (TBC!) Footprints on the Greek lII KIDS /RENO  8 20-30 10/08/2020 - 29/08/2020 Colunga,Asturias 

ESDA-2719 (TBC!) Fuente de la Reja  CONS/ENVI 12 20-30 31/08/2020 - 14/09/2020 Pegalajar,Jaen 

ESDA-2819 Take me to Neverland  KIDS 10 18-99 24/07/2020 - 06/08/2020 Cuevas del Becerro, Malaga 

ESDA-2920 Radio GaGa ART/CULT 12 18-99 03/08/2020 - 17/08/2020 Alcala del Valle, Cadiz 

ESDA-3019 Talks to Rainbows KIDS 12 18-99 15/07/2020 - 31/07/2020 
Villanueva de Algaidas, 
Malaga 

ESDA-3119 Big Bang Paella KIDS 10 18-35 28/06/2020 - 13/07/2020 Pobla Llarga, Alicante 

ESDA-3220 Pebbles Artwork I ART (TEEN) 12 15-17 30/07/2020 - 09/08/2020 Braojos, Mardid 

ESDA-3320 Pebbles Artwork II ART (TEEN) 12 15-17 09/08/2020 - 19/08/2020 Braojos, Mardid 

ESDA-3420 Los Ojos De Braojos KIDS 14 18-45 16/07/2020 - 30/07/2020 Braojos, Mardid 

ESDA-3520 Pinky Flamingos I ENVI (TEEN) 12 15-17 01/07/2020 - 12/07/2020 Calpe, Alicante 

ESDA-3620 Pinky Flamingos II ENVI (TEEN) 12 15-17 11/07/2020 - 22/07/2020 Calpe, Alicante 

ESDA-3720 Pinky Flamingos III ENVI (TEEN) 12 15-17 21/07/2020 - 01/08/2020 Calpe, Alicante 

ESDA-3820 Pinky Flamingos IV ENVI (TEEN) 12 15-17 31/07/2020- 11/08/2020 Calpe, Alicante 

ESDA-3920 Pinky Flamingos V ENVI (TEEN) 12 15-17 10/08/2020- 22/08/2020 Calpe, Alicante 

ESDA-4020 Pinky Flamingos VI ENVI (TEEN) 12 15-17 
21/08/2020 - 
01/09/2020  Calpe, Alicante 

ESDA-4120 Echo of El Saucejo I KIDS 14 18-99 03/07/2020 - 17/07/2020 El Saucejo, Sevilla 

ESDA-4220 Echo of El Saucejo II KIDS 14 18-99 17/07/2020 - 31/07/2020 El Saucejo, Sevilla 

ESDA-4320 Meet me in Manuel ENVI/CULT  14 18-30 16/07/2020 - 30/07/2020 Manuel, Valencia 



URBACT  
 

CAMPS OF 2020 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

 
Altea, Alicante 

 
ESDA-0120          01/07/2020 - 12/07/2020  URBACT I (TO BE CONFIRMED) 

ESDA-0220          11/07/2020 - 22/07/2020  URBACT II(TO BE CONFIRMED) 

ESDA-0320          21/07/2020 – 01/08/2020 URBACT III (TO BE CONFIRMED) 

ESDA-0420          31/07/2020 – 11/08/2020 URBACT IV (TO BE CONFIRMED) 

ESDA-0320          10/08/2020 – 22/08/2020 URBACT V (TO BE CONFIRMED) 

 

 
 
Participation: 12 participants 
Age: 15-17 
Language: English, Spanish 
Type: ENVI, EDU (TEEN) 
 
Local partner: Town Hall of Altea. 
 
Work: The main task of the volunteers will be creating awareness through environmental 
issues and youth policies. The volunteers will run an environmental and youth campaign in 
the town by cleaning the beaches, collecting trashes and documenting the datas. The idea is 
showing the locals and the tourist the main environmental problems and try to convince 
them to fight for climate change. There will be also some other tasks for volunteers such as 
rehabilitating parks and the river of the town. 
 

 
Accommodation: Accommodation will be in a country house 1 km away from Altea La Vella, 
which is a small town 4 km away from Altea provided with matterses and pillows. There are 
several bunk beds in the house. The accommodation is basic but cozy with a small kitchen 
and bathrooms.  Volunteers will cook for themselves. Sleeping bag and sheets required. 
 
This project will include a one day only vegan food day agreed by volunteers for the 
promotion of environmental sustainable lifestyle. 
 
 

Location: Altea is a charming touristic town, located in the seaside. It offers possibilities of 
swim in the sea, take a sun bath on the beach, play beach volleyball and other activities in 
your free time. It is also possible to see another nearby towns on the weekend. 
Terminal: Nearest airport Alicante.  



CAP NEGRET I 
 

Extra fee: 250€ 
Remarks: The last night of the project, the accommodation will be in a youth hostel is Alicante 
where participants will be able to explore the city, including some cultural activities, under 
the supervision of an adult volunteer. 
 

-There will be a picking up service till 17.15 of every first day of each workcamp at Alicante el 
Altet Airport but volunteers are entitled to pay buses from Alicante to Altea and back. 
Therefore arrival to Alicante el Altet should be done before 17.00. Please take this into 
consideration before booking your plane. 
-Volunteers will be helped to travel to the airport on their way back home from Alicante but 
we cannot guarantee we will be able to take all them to the airport or do the check in. 

 
 
IMPORTANT: There projects are not confirmed yet! Please do not send applications till 

you receive the confirmation.  
 

 
 
 
 
 

   
 

ESDA-0620 

 

Altea, Alicante 

    15/06/2020 - 29/06/2020  

 

 

 

Participation: 10 participants 
Age: 18-99 
Language: English, Spanish 
Type: ARCH 
 

Local partner: Town Hall of Altea. Since the last year this town hall is developing a policy of 
sustainable tourism which includes the recuperation of deprived environmental areas and 
cultural heritage. 
 
Work: Volunteers have to do will be working in the archaeological excavations of the 
fountains that are found in the Altea some years ago. The volunteers will be in charge of the 
excavations of those 18th century fountains and other heritage items. They work physically 
on archaeological excavation site. Volunteers will work together with local archaeologists 
who will explain them work and the background of the site. The municipality will ask 
volunteers to do other types of manual work for the environment, depending on the 
necessities of the municipality in a certain moment. 



CAP NEGRET II 
 

 
Accommodation: Accommodation will be in a country house 1 km away from Altea La Vella, 
which is a small town 4 km away from Altea provided with matterses and pillows. There are 
several bunk beds in the house. The accommodation is basic but cozy with a small kitchen 
and bathrooms.  Volunteers will cook for themselves. Sleeping bag and sheets required. 
 
This project will include a one day only vegan food day agreed by volunteers for the 
promotion of environmental sustainable lifestyle. 
 
 
 
Location: Altea is a charming touristic town, located in the seaside. It offers possibilities of 
swim in the sea, take a sun bath on the beach, play beach volleyball and other activities in 
your free time. It is also possible to see another nearby towns on the weekend. 
Terminal: Nearest airport Alicante. 
Extra fee: 50€ 
Requirements: Living conditions are basic and work may be quite demanding (physical work 
under hot sun). Volunteers are asked to be very motivated for such project. You need to bring 
your own bottom sheet. 
 
 
 

I  

  
 

ESDA - 0720 

 

Altea, Alicante 

 05/09/2020 - 19/09/2020 

 
Participation: 10 participants 
Age: 18-99 
Language: English, Spanish 
Type: ARCH 
 

Local partner: Town Hall of Altea. Since the last year this town hall is developing a policy of 
sustainable tourism which includes the recuperation of deprived environmental areas and 
cultural heritage. 
 
Work: Volunteers have to do will be working in the archaeological excavations of the 
fountains that are found in the Altea some years ago. The volunteers will be in charge of the 
excavations of those 18th century fountains. They work physically on archaeological 
excavation site. Volunteers will work together with local archaeologists who will explain them 
work and the background of the site. The municipality will ask volunteers to do other types 
of manual work for the environment, depending on the necessities of the municipality in a 
certain moment. 
 



                              SAN MARCOS SUN 
 

Accommodation: Accommodation will be in a country house 1 km away from Altea La Vella, 
which is a small town 4 km away from Altea provided with matterses and pillows. There are 
several bunk beds in the house. Volunteers will cook for themselves. The accommodation is 
basic but cozy with a small kitchen and bathrooms. Sleeping bag and sheets required. 
 
This project will include a one day only vegan food day agreed by volunteers for the 
promotion of environmental sustainable lifestyle. 
 
  
Location: Altea is a charming touristic town, located in the seaside. It offers possibilities of 
swim in the sea, take a sun bath on the beach, play beach volleyball and other activities in 
your free time. It is also possible to see another nearby towns on the weekend. 
Terminal: Nearest airport Alicante. 
Extra fee: 50€ 
Requirements: Living conditions are basic and work may be quite demanding (physical work 
under hot sun). Volunteers are asked to be very motivated for such project. You need to bring 
your own bottom sheet. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ESDA - 0920 

 

Cuevas de San Marcos, Malaga 

 10/08/2020 - 24/08/2020 

 
Participation: 14 participants 
Age: 18-99 
Language: English, Spanish 
Type: ART/RENO 
Local partner: Local partner is the Town Hall of Cuevas de San Marcos. 
Work: In the town of San Marcos, there are some parks that are abandoned and are not in 
the use of anyone. The town hall wants to rehabilitate these parks for the children of the 
town and a create a nice atmosphere for there recreation of the kids. The task of the 
volunteers will be helping the rehabilitation of the parks by painting them with mural art 
and decorational elements. There will be sprays and bucket paints provided for the 
volunteers and the design of the walls will be done by the volunteers in the first days of the 
project. 
 
Accommodation: The accommodation will be in bungalows and each bungalow has several 
bunk beds. There is no need to bring mattress or sleeping bags. There will be a common 
area with a kitchen so that the volunteers can cook for themselves. This project will include 
a one day only vegan food day agreed by volunteers for the promotion of environmental 
sustainable lifestyle. 



DONKEY CARAVAN 
 

 
 
Location: Cuevas de San Marcos is a Spanish municipality in the province of Malaga, 
Andalusia. It is located within the Northeast Region of Malaga, in the northern area of the 
Antequera region, bordering Córdoba, from the valley of the Genil River to the Sierra de 
Malnombre and the Camorro de Cuevas Altas. This municipality is located at an altitude of 
420 meters above sea level. In the free times and weekends, there could be a possibility to 
visit Granada or Malaga and the lakes that are nearby. 
Terminal: Nearest airport Malaga Airport (AGP) 
Extra fee: 50 €  
Requirements: Interest in arts and drawing/painting experiences. Please send us some 
example of your drawings/portfolio. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

ESDA-1020 
(TO BE CONFIRMED!) 

Sierra Norte de Madrid  

31/07/2020 - 20/08/2020 

 

 

Participation: 8 volunteers 
Age: 16-17  
Language: English. Spanish is very 
welcome. 
Type: ART/ENVI (TEEN) 
 

Local Partner: This project is done with 
De Amicitia funds and therefore we are 
the local partner.  
 
Work: This year it will be the first time 
that Donkey Caravan will accept 16-17 
years old  volunteers with the support or our participants from the previous years. First the 
participants will prepare a street theatre with clear environmental message, adding their own 
creative performances (dance, music, joggling, and singing). They will be sharing ideas and 
creating a really spectacular performance in each village they visit along the way. The message 
that the participants will be spreading will be based on environmentalism and creativity. After 
which, we shall head off on our caravan with our donkeys! We will stop at each village and 
perform our shows and workshops which we have prepared. The local people can then share 
their thoughts of environmentalism, donkeys and the workshops we are doing. We hope we 
will stay in each village we perform in, with tents or sport centres, and meet lots of interesting 
people along the way, although the final agenda will not be known until few days before the 



TALAMANCA BLANCA 
 

camp starts, as we depend on local municipalities to support the performance or not. The 
video of past year’s Donkey Caravan can be seen here: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TMvzei42xFQ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B30qOgR5UR8 
http://www.dw.de/popups/popup_single_mediaplayer/0,,6606072_type_video_struct_104
06_con tentId_6606073,00.html 
 

Accommodation: The accommodation will be in the small tents (places for 1 or 2) to share 
within participants, in the Camping Monte Holiday Monte Holiday is a big complex with toilet 
area, hot water, washing machines, recreation areas, swimming pool and wi-fi connection in 
the cafeteria area. During the shows there will be basic accommodation provided in the towns 
of Sierra Norte. 
This project will include a one day only vegan food day agreed by volunteers for the 
promotion of environmental sustainable lifestyle. 
 
Location: Gargantilla del Lozoya, Sierra Norte, Madrid 
Terminal: Nearest airport is Madrid - Barajas 
Extra fee: None 
Important: Mat and sleeping bag required. Motivation letter and skype interview needed! 
We are looking for volunteers that have GOOD artistic skills (dancing, singing, playing musical 
instruments) or capacity of filming and community managing to give visibility to the project. 
We will make groups of performers, preparation team (decorations and logistic), team for 
making activities and workshops with local childrens after the performance and the team to 
deal directly with donkeys. Therefore, please indicate TRULY your experiences in your 
motivation letter (send a short video of your skills) and do not forget that behind this artistical 
performance, there is a strong environmental message, a lot of work to do, difficult 
momments but and incredible happy outcome and experience never to forget. 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

ESDA-1120 
 

Talamanca de Jarama, Madrid, Spain 
03/07/2020 – 17/07/2020 

 

Participation: 12 participants 
Age: 18-99 
Language: English, Spanish 
Type: KIDS / EDU 
Local partner: Local partner is the city hall of Talamanca de Jarama.  
 

Work: The task of the volunteers to help the organization of some activities for the local 



TALAMANCA BLANCA II 
 

children if the town. The idea is to teach them environmental issues and other principles in 
English so that they practice the basic English they learn at school and make some 
artistic/creativity workshops with them while communicating with them in English. 
 

Accommodation: Town hall will lend an old culture centre beside the local rural wall tennis 
court. conditions are basic. Volunteers will cook breakfast but will have catering for lunch 
and a sandwich for dinner at local bars. Summer sleeping bag and lower sheets will be 
needed. This project will include a one day only vegan food day agreed by volunteers for the 
promotion of environmental sustainable lifestyle. 
 
 
Location: Town of 3000 inhabitants is part of Madrid region, located 60 km north from 
Spanish capital. Town will enable volunteers to experience the countryside atmosphere in 
summertime. In free time you may visit Madrid and nearby El Altazar and its dam.  
Terminal: Nearest airport Madrid-Adolfo Suarez-Barajas 
Important: Sleeping bag and sheets is required. 
Extra fee: 50 €  
Requirements: Cerfticate of good conduct and a motivation letter is required. Desire and 
ability to work with children. Previous experiences are very welcome. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ESDA-1220 
 

Talamanca de Jarama, Madrid, Spain 
17/07/2020 – 01/08/2020 

 

Participation: 12 participants 
Age: 18-99 
Language: English, Spanish 
Type: KIDS / EDU 
Local partner : Local partner is the city hall of Talamanca de Jarama. 
 

Work: The task of the volunteers to help the organization of some activities for the local 
children if the town. The idea is to teach them environmental issues and other principles in 
English so that they practice the basic English they learn at school and make some 
artistic/creativity workshops with them while communicating with them in English. 
 

Accommodation: Town hall will lend an old culture centre beside the local rural wall tennis 
court. conditions are basic. Volunteers will cook breakfast but will have catering for lunch and 
a sandwich for dinner at local bars. Summer sleeping bag and lower sheets will be needed. 



DREAMY DRAWINGS 
 

This project will include a one day only vegan food day agreed by volunteers for the 
promotion of environmental sustainable lifestyle. 
 
Location: Town of 3000 inhabitants is part of Madrid region, located 60 km north from 
Spanish capital. Town will enable volunteers to experience the countryside atmosphere in 
summertime. In free time you may visit Madrid and nearby El Altazar and its dam.  
Terminal: Nearest airport Madrid-Adolfo Suarez-Barajas 
Important: Sleeping bag and sheets is required. 
Extra fee: 50 €  
Requirements: Cerfticate of good conduct and a motivation letter is required. Desire and 
ability to work with children. Previous experiences are very welcome. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ESDA- 1320 

 

03/08/2020– 14/08/2020 (dates to be confirmed) 

La Nucia, Alicante 

Participation: 12 participants 
Age: 15-17 
Language: English, Spanish 
Type: ART/SOCI 
 

Local partner: Town hall of La Nucia. 

 
Work: This project will be a social and artistic projects that will give a chance to volunteers to 
empathize, learn and experiment. In the first part of the project the task of the volunteers 
will be visiting the house of the elderly people  and also the locals from the town and interview 
them asking some questions such as „what would you do if you were my aged?“ „what is your 
biggest reccomendation about the life?“, „what was your biggest passion in the life, while you 
are young?“ After the interview phase, the volunteers will create some murals for the locals 
people with the conclusion that they have reached. There will be bucket paints and sprays 
provided. The design will done by the volunteers. 
 
Accommodation The accommodation will be in a youth hostel. The living conditions are basic, 
please bring a sleeping bag. The centre is equipped with showers and WC. The volunteers are 
meant to prepare their breakfast, lunch and dinner. This project will include a one day only 
vegan food day agreed by volunteers for the promotion of environmental sustainable 
lifestyle. 
 
Location:  La Nucia is a beatiful village located in the coast of Alicante close to Altea. It belongs 
to Valencian autonom area and one of its official language is Valencian. It could be possible 



CASTLES IN THE SAND  
 

to organize some trip to Valencia or Alicante which are the biggest cities around in the free 
times. 
 
Terminal: Alicante Airport or Valencia Airport  
 

Special requirements: As it is a sensitive project, we are looking for volunteers that are really 
motivated and has good social abilities and also interest in arts. 
 
Extra fee: 250 €  
 
Terminal: Nearest airport Alicante.  
Extra fee: 250€ 
Remarks: The last night of the project, the accommodation will be in a youth hostel is Alicante 
where participants will be able to explore the city, including some cultural activities, under 
the supervision of an adult volunteer. 
 

-There will be a picking up service till 17.15 of every first day of workcamp at Alicante el 
Altet Airport but volunteers are entitled to pay buses from Alicante to La Nucia and back. 
Therefore arrival to Alicante el Altet should be done before 17.00. Please take this into 
consideration before booking your plane. 
-Volunteers will be helped to travel to the airport on their way back home from Alicante but 
we cannot guarantee we will be able to take all them to the airport or do the check in. 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

ESDA- 1420 

 

17/07/2020– 01/08/2020 (dates to be confirmed) 

La Nucia, Alicante 

Participation: 14 participants 
Age: 18-99 
Language: English, Spanish 
Type: EDU/KIDS 
 

Local partner: Town Hall of La Nucia. 
 

Work: De Amicitia made an agreement of cooperation for the realization of an international 
volunteering workcamp which will support summer camps with various  workshops in English. 
It is well known that Spaniards´ level of English is not so good, even though it is studied at 
school for more than 9 years. Simultaneously, the workshops will try to teach other values 
such as the respect for the environment and promote the culture of peace. 



SWING UNDER MY WING  
 

The volunteers will prepare and finalize the programe in the first days. Each day, a four hours 
workshop/activities will be given and organised for kids in the morning. The volunteers will 
have many facilities and a park to do the activities with children. 
 

Accommodation: The accommodation will be in a youth hostel. The living conditions are 
basic, please bring a sleeping bag. The centre is equipped with showers and WC. The 
volunteers are meant to prepare their breakfast, lunch and dinner. This project will include a 
one day only vegan food day agreed by volunteers for the promotion of environmental 
sustainable lifestyle. 
 
Location:  La Nucia is a beatiful village located in the coast of Alicante close to Altea. It belongs 
to Valencian autonom area and one of its official language is Valencian. 
 
Terminal: Alicante Airport or Valencia Airport  
 

Special requirements: Good level of English and experience in leading kids/activities are really 
a must. Short but precise motivation letter is required where we can evaluate these skills. 
Extra fee: 50 €  
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

ESDA-1520 

 

Alicante Province (to be confirmed) 
21/08/2020 - 05/09/2020 

 

Participation: 10 participants 
Age: 18-30 
Language: English, Spanish 
Type: ART/CULT 
Local partner: Swing Peaks and house of elderly people.Swing Peaks is a local Lindy Hop 
association promoting this kind of vintage dance and all the philosophy of cooperative, peace, 
mutual understanding, gender issue behind- Swing Peaks has an excellent relation with other 
groups of Lindy Hop in the area. All these Lindy Hop groups are keen to dance on the streets 
every week creating a charming and lovely environment for the citizens that are known as 
„Clandestines“ 
Work: We are looking for musicians able to create a street band to play Swing Music on the 
streets of these Clandestines. This project is a special art and culture project based on 
promoting the voluntary activism during these “clandestines“ or Swing/Lindy Hop 
performances/dancing. The volunteers will play in the house of elderly people, mental 
handicapped hospital, and in the end the project will finish on the streets on different 
“Clandestines“ organised by different local Lindy Hop groups as a swing band while locals will 
dance Lindy Hop. They will help by playing live music while some giving visibility to citizens’ 



NO HELL BELOW US 
 

initiative . The selected localities are those where there is currently a school or association of 
Lindy Hop and the volunteers will show their performances most probably in Denia, Villena, 
Elche, Altea, Alcoi, Alicante, Murcia and Sant Vicent del Raspeig. They will end up playing on 
a party to fund raise for environmental projects and in a big local festival en Xavia. 
 
Accommodation: First days will be used to practise and group dynamics, and therefore the 
group will stay at a remote house to be able to create a repertory. Following days they will be 
travelling to these locations and will stay separately at the houses of locals. 
Volunteers are required to bring lower sheets plus summer sleeping bags. This project will 
include a one day only vegan food day agreed by volunteers for the promotion of 
environmental sustainable lifestyle. 
 
 

Important: This camp in not confirmed yet. Please wait the confirmation before sending 

applications. 

Terminal: Alicante Airport  
Extra fee: 50 € 
 
 
 
 

 

ESDA-1620 
 

Jódar, Andalucía, Spain 

01/08/2020 - 14/08/2020 

 

Participation: 14 participants 
Age: 18-99 
Language: English, Spanish 
Type: EDU/KIDS 
 
Local partner: City hall of Jodar. Jodar is a town  located in the centre east of Andalucia, that 
has been living for ages on agriculture as it has good water resources in an dry area. 
Nowardays, there is a chance of changing the economical resources into mining, but this 
decision is not probably eco-sustaintable at all. The Town Hall is quite aware of environmental 
issues and has been supporting local enviromental projects such as Huerto de la Cora y Huerto 
del Mundo about Eco-agriculture and seeds preservation, as well as suporting the local NGO 
“Guardabosques” who deals with environmatl education for children. 
Guardabosques and De Amicitia made an agreement of cooperation for the realization of an 
international volunteering workcamp which will support summer camps with various  
workshops in English. It is well known that Spaniards´ level of English is not so good, even 
though it is studied at school for more than 9 years. Simultaneously, the workshops will try to 
teach other values such as the respect for the environment and promote the culture of peace. 
 

Work: The task of the volunteers will be creating workshops for kids. The volunteers will 
prepare and finalize the programe in the first days. Each day, a four hours workshop/activities 



NO HILL BELOW US 
 

will be given and organised for kids in the morning. The volunteers will have many facilities 
and a park to do the activities with children. 
 

Accommodation: In a high school. The living conditions are basic, please bring a sleeping 
bag. Mats will be available but please check first! The centre is equipped with showers and 
WC. The volunteers are meant to prepare their breakfast, lunch and dinner, although last 
year we got a professional cook and we hope this year we will have the same “luxury”. This 
project will include a one day only vegan food day agreed by volunteers for the promotion 
of environmental sustainable lifestyle. 
 
 

Location:  Jodar is a beatiful village located close to Jaen. The main economical activity is 
agriculture and it is surrounded by the Natural Park of Sierra Magina which is a natural area 
with high quality lansdcape, pure and neraly virgin. Volunteers will have excellent possibilities 
to visit Cordoba/Granada or Seville and othe spots like Jaén (Arabic baths and cathedral), 
Ubeda and Baeza. There is also a chance of doing hiking route through the Serrezuela and the 
Sierra Magina and even to have a  parapente experience in Pegalajar. 
 

Terminal: Granada-Jaen FGL (GRX). Others Malaga Costa del Sol (AGP), Sevilla (SVQ)  and 
Madrid  Adolfo Suarez Barajas (MAD). 
 

Special requirements: Good level of English and experience in leading kids/activities are really 
a must. Short but precise motivation letter is required where we can evaluate these skills. 
Extra fee: 50 €  
 
Take into consideration the following  features: 
- participants are really asked to try their best if they speak Spanish to communicate with the 
locals. Creating a good atmosphere will be the key for workcamps in future! 
- volunteers are asked to take iniciative, to “create” the workcamp, to leave a memory in 
Jodar so that nobody will not forget the project. 
- it will be hot in the day and in the night.The lanscape of Jodar is dry, be prepared for 40º 
Celsius temperature or more. Nevertheless it will be possible to use the swimming pool in 
town for free. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

ESDA-1720 
 

Jódar, Andalucía, Spain 

15/08/2020 - 28/08/2020 

 

Participation: 14 participants 
Age: 18-99 
Language: English, Spanish 



TZAR OF BIAR 
 

Type: KIDS/ SPORT 
 
Local partner: Town Hall of Jodar. 
 

Work: The task of the volunteers will be preparing sport activities for the kids from 5 to 12 
years old.The volunteers will prepare and finalize the programe in the first day. Each day, a 
four hours of sportive activities will be given and organised for kids in the morning. The 
volunteers will have many facilities such as courts and parks and sport center. 
 
Accommodation: In a high school. The living conditions are basic, please bring a sleeping 
bag. Mats will be available but please check first! The centre is equipped with showers and 
WC. The volunteers are meant to prepare their breakfast, lunch and dinner, although last 
year we got a professional cook and we hope this year we will have the same “luxury”.  
 
This project will include a one day only vegan food day agreed by volunteers for the 
promotion of environmental sustainable lifestyle. 
 
 
Location:  Jodar is a beatiful village located close to Jaen. The main economical activity is 
agriculture and it is surrounded by the Natural Park of Sierra Magina which is a natural area 
with high quality lansdcape, pure and neraly virgin. Volunteers will have excellent possibilities 
to visit Cordoba/Granada or Seville and othe spots like Jaén (Arabic baths and cathedral), 
Ubeda and Baeza. There is also a chance of doing hiking route through the Serrezuela and the 
Sierra Magina and even to have a  parapente experience in Pegalajar. 
Terminal: Granada-Jaen FGL (GRX). Others Malaga Costa del Sol (AGP), Sevilla (SVQ)  and 
Madrid  Adolfo Suarez Barajas (MAD). 
Special requirements: Interst in sports and Experience in leading kids/activities are really a 
must. Short but precise motivation letter is required where we can evaluate these skills. 
Extra fee: 50 €  
 
Take into consideration the following  features: 
- participants are really asked to try their best if they speak Spanish to communicate with the 
locals. Creating a good atmosphere will be the key for workcamps in future! 
- volunteers are asked to take iniciative, to “create” the workcamp, to leave a memory in 
Jodar so that nobody will not forget the project. 
- it will be hot in the day and in the night.The lanscape of Jodar is dry, be prepared for 40º 
Celsius temperature or more. Nevertheless it will be possible to use the swimming pool in 
town for free. 
 
 
 
 
   

 

 

ESDA-1820 
 



               Biar, Alicante 

28/07/2020 – 10/08/2020 

 

 

Participation: 12 participants  
Age: 18-99 
Language: English, Spanish 
Type: KIDS/EDU 
 
Local partner and work: Asociación Carcajada de Villena. This association tries to promote 
summer educational camps for kids with less opportunities of Villena. Villena is a medium size 
town hall located 50 km away from Alicante. It basically lives on agriculture and it is far away 
from the influence of tourism, so economical level is quite low. The city hall of Biar, that is a 
very close town with similar characteristics is also supporting with the lodging of the 
volunteers. 
 

Work: The work focuses on English language course. The volunteers will take part in the 
„Urban Summer Camp“ The main aim of the “Urban Summer Camp” in Biar for children of 
Villena is to provide intensive experience of enjoying free time and English experience 
language for kids and teenagers during two weeks in summer. The camp program includes 
games, activities, workshops, sports, excursions, swimming pool, etc. Simultaneously, the 
workshops will try to teach other values such as intercultural, tolerance, the respect for the 
environment and promote the culture of peace. The language of the camp is English. 
Volunteers will help to co-create the workshops in English and Spanish for local children and 
teenagers. Activating kids and teenagers, providing cross-cultural learning experience for 
them as well as English language environment. It will be done through the games, workshops, 
sport activities, excursions, discussions, etc. Age of kids is 8-16 y/o.  
There will be local monitors from Carcajada Association who are responsible to propose and 
organize activities. Each day, approx. four to six hours workshop/activities will be given in the 
mornings. The aim is that volunteers communicate with children in English, to encourage 
them to overcome the fear of speaking in a foreign language through non-formal educational 
methods and setting. In first two days of the workcamp participants will spend time together 
to know the program and prepared and propose some owns workshops in relation with your 
capacity, interest or ability. We want that the volunteers can be involved and take part of the 
all project. If you like dance, you can propose teach a dance; if you practice handball, organize 
a competition, etc. 
It would be a bonus if volunteers could speak a little Spanish but it’s is not essential. 
 
Accommodation: Local hostel. Accommodation in the outskirts of the town which will be 
lend to volunteers so they will have certain independency. Summer sleeping bag and lower 
sheets will be needed. This project will include a one day only vegan food day agreed by 
volunteers for the promotion of environmental sustainable lifestyle. 
 
Location: Biar lies 39 km from Alicante in the mountain range called Sierra Mariola, Biar was 
once called Apiarium which comes from the Roman word for beehive because this area was 
rich in aromatic herbs which made for a very prosperous production in honey.  
Terminal: Nearest airport is Alicante 



YOUTH IN BIAR 
 

Extra fee: 50 €  
Requirements: highly motivated volunteers. Project will require hard work. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

ESDA-1920 

 

Biar, Alicante 
01/08/2020 – 10/08/2020 

 

Participation: 12 participants  
Age: 13-16 
Language: English, Spanish 
Type: TEEN/KIDS/EDU 
Local partner: Asociación Carcajada de Villena. This association tries to promote summer 
educational camps for kids with less opportunities of Villena. Villena is a medium size town 
hall located 50 km away from Alicante. It basically lives on agriculture and it is far away from 
the influence of tourism, so economical level is quite low. The city hall of Biar, that is a very 
close town with similar characteristics is also supporting with the lodging of the volunteers. 
Work: The main aim of the “Urban Summer Camp” in Biar for children of Villena is to provide 
intensive experience of enjoying free time and English experience language for kids and 
teenagers during two weeks in summer. There fore we are asking with this project that some 
international teens are  able to participate in such experience as normal participants but 
taking some kind of initiative to encourage the mix of youngsters. 
 
The camp program includes games, activities, workshops, sports, excursions, swimming pool, 
etc. Simultaneously, the workshops will try to teach other values such as intercultural, 
tolerance, the respect for the environment and promote the culture of peace. The language 
of the camp is English. Volunteers will help to participate an be active in workshops in English 
and Spanish for local children and teenagers. Activating kids and teenagers, providing cross-
cultural learning experience for them as well as English language environment. It will be done 
through the games, workshops, sport activities, excursions, discussions, etc. Age of kids is 8-
16 y/o. There will be local monitors from Carcajada Association who are responsible to 
propose and organize activities. Each day, approx. four to six hours workshop/activities will be 
given in the mornings. The aim is that volunteers communicate with children in English, to 
encourage them to overcome the fear of speaking in a foreign language through non-formal 
educational methods and setting. In first two days of the workcamp participants will spend 
time together to know the program and prepared and propose some owns workshops in 
relation with your capacity, interest or ability. We want that the volunteers can be involved 
and take part of the all project. If you like dance, you can propose teach a dance; if you practice 
handball, organize a competition, etc. 
 



DESERT KING OF BUÑUEL 
 

Accommodation: Local hostel. Accommodation in the outskirts of the town which will be 
lend to volunteers so they will have certain independency. Summer sleeping bag and lower 
sheets will be needed. This project will include a one day only vegan food day agreed by 
volunteers for the promotion of environmental sustainable lifestyle. 
 
Location: Biar lies 39 km from Alicante in the mountain range called Sierra Mariola, Biar was 
once called Apiarium which comes from the Roman word for beehive because this area was 
rich in aromatic herbs which made for a very prosperous production in honey.  
Terminal: Nearest airport is Alicante 
Extra fee: 250 €  
Requirements: highly motivated volunteers. Project will require hard work. There will be pick 

up from the airport. 

 

 
 

 

ESDA-2120 

 

31/07/2020– 14/08/2020 

Buñuel, Navarra 

Participation: 15 participants 
Age: 15-17 
Language: English, Spanish 
Type: MANU/KIDS 
Special: This project will include a one day only vegan food day agreed by volunteer for the 
promotion of environmental sustainable lifestyle. 
Local partner: Mancomunidad de Sakana (group of municipalities of Sakana, Navarra). 
 
Work: The work will consist basically to restore these old paths, but also doing other manual 
meaningful work that the municipality may consider valuable to restore in the town (cleaning 
parks, painting walls, helping in local events, etc). On the afternoons volunteers are asked to 
stay at the local swimming pool and organize some activities and games in English with local 
kids from different ages. 
Accommodation: The accommodation will be in the old teacher's house, which is actually a 
flat. It has diverse rooms and vols will sleep in bunk beds. Inside the volunteers will have all 
the facilities they may need (shower, washing machine, kitchen, etc). The house is very well 
located in the center of the town, next to the school, the park, the sport area and the 
swimming pool (where the activities are taking place during the afternoon). This project will 
include a one day only vegan food day agreed by volunteers for the promotion of 
environmental sustainable lifestyle. 
 
Location: The workcamp is situated in the province of Navarra, in the north of Spain. It takes 
place in a valley between the cities of Pamplona (50 km), Vitoria (50 km) and San Sebastian 
(70 km). Bilbao is more or less 100 km away. Volunteers will be able to enjoy green and 
mountainous landscape and good weather: hot in summer, but not too much. If you like to 
do a beach trip, San Sebastian is a beautiful city with great beaches. Bilbao also offers a lot 
for those who want to visit a bigger city. 



FUENTE DE LA REJA TEEN 

Terminal: Nearest airport is Bilbao 
Extra fee:250 €  
Requirements: We expect highly motivated volunteers. The workcamp will require a lot of 
work.  There will be pick up from the airport. 
 
 
 
  

  

 

ESDA-2220 Fuente de la Reja TEEN I 06/07/2020 – 16/07/2020 
ESDA-2320 Fuente de la Reja TEEN II 17/07/2020 – 27/07/2020 

 

Participation: 10 participants 

Age: 14-17  
Language: English, Spanish 
Type: KIDS/ART 
Local partner: Asociacion Fuente de la Reja made out of citizens that in the last 20 years have 
been working on a project to restore an ancient irrigation and farming system developed by 
the Moors on a hillside where a spring in the center of the town. The Asociation is working 
for the development and the education of the town for years. 
 
Work:  The task of the volunteers will be organizing creative activities for the kids of the town. 
The idea is to teach them environmental issues and other principles in English so that they 
practice the basic English they learn at school and make some artistic/creativity workshops 
with them while communicating with them in English. Also the volunteers will prepare a small 
environmental theatre show for the kids with the help of the leaders and interact with the 
kids of the town. 
 

Accommodation: Volunteers will sleep at a simple hostel located in the center of the town. 
It has two bedrooms, kitchen, living room and washing machine. Access to the swimming 
pool will be possible. This project will include a one day only vegan food day agreed by 
volunteers for the promotion of environmental sustainable lifestyle. 
 
Location: Pegalajar is a beautiful village located close to Jaen. The main economic activity is 
local tourism but they also deal with other services. Moreover, the great value and cultural 
heritage of the city, is allowing tourism development that will complement the local economy 
and disseminate the image and history of this noble village. In the last years, because of the 
economic crisis agriculture has been regarded as a possibility for young people with no job 
offers. Pagalajar and Jodar are located surrounded by the Natural Park of Sierra Magina with 
is a natural area with high quality landscape, pure and nearly virgin. 
Terminal: Nearest airport is Malaga Airport (There will be a pick up organized from the Malaga 
Airport) 
 

Extra fee: 250 €  
 



FOOTPRINTS ON THE GREEK 
 

Requirements: We expect highly motivated  and creative volunteers. The workcamp will 
require a lot of work and patience. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Colunga, Asturias 

 

ESDA-2420   29/06/2020 - 18/07/2020 Fooprints on the Greek I 
ESDA-2520   20/07/2020 - 08/08/2020 Footprints on the Greek II 

ESDA-2620   10/08/2020 - 29/08/2020 Footprints on the Greeek III (To be confirmed!) 
 

Participation: 8 participants 

Age: 20-30 
Language: English, Spanish 
Type: KIDS/CULT 
 
Local partner: Fundación Cruz de los Ángeles is a social service which gives special attention 
to families, children and teenagers and specifically to those who are socially disadvantaged, 
people with less opportunities. They work to promote and enhance the comprehensive 
development of children and adolescents in the personal, family, educational and social fields, 
looking for the best way to their personal and group development. Through a creative and 
motivating learning, based on the coexistence of the languages of the participants, activities 
and specific proposals that fit our reality and our needs. De Amicitia and Fundación Cruz de 
los Ángeles started this collaboration last year and we continue with it encouraged with the 
great impact and meaning for kids and memorable experience for volunteers. 
 

Work: In the previous years, this workcamp was based on teaching English to local kids but 
this year the task changed completely. The work again will be doing activities with kids but 
this time it will be based on the recuperation of the cultural heritage. This area, Colunga has 
lots of cultural heritages from the ancient times and the local associations are aiming to 
renovate and recuperate there heritage areas. The task of the volunteers will be integrating 
the local kids to these activities. The volunteers will prepare some workshop for the kids about 
the importance of the heritages around the town and will work together on those areas in 
order to contribution of the renovation of the public areas. 
 
 
Accommodation: In a house situated near Colunga. Volunteers will stay apart from the 
group of children. Food will be provided by the Fundación Cruz de los Ángeles. Breakfasts 
will be prepared by volunteers, lunch and dinner in the house or together with kids, 
depending on daily activities. 
 This project will include a one day only vegan food day agreed by volunteers for the 
promotion of environmental sustainable lifestyle. 
 



FUENTE DE LA REJA 
 

Extra fee: 50 €  
Requirements: Criminal record to be sent in advance and a motivation letter. 
 

Remarks: We are looking for volunteers that are interested and have knowledge about the 
world of heritage, architecture, design, even photography and also who have experience 
with kids. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ESDA-2720 
 

Pegalajar, Jaen 
31/08/2020 - 14/09/2020 

 

 

Participation: 12 participants 

Age: 20 - 50 
       
Language: Spanish 
Type: AGRI/CONS/LANG 
Local partner and work: Asociacion Fuente de la Reja made out of citizens that in the last 20 
years have been working on a project to restore an ancient irrigation and farming system 
developed by the Moors on a hillside where a spring in the center of the town.  
 
Work: Despite the fact that the spring and reservoir and canals and gardens were the origin 
and had been the lifeline of the town for ages, several years ago the spring and reservoir went 
dry. The gardens were abandoned. Almost all the fruit trees, save a few straggly 
pomegranates and figs, died. The town is close to the much larger city of Jaen and in recent 
decades many weekenders built vacation country homes and unauthorized wells that 
depleted the groundwater supply. A group of concerned residents under La Fuente de la Reja 
Association came together to reverse this situation. And they succeeded after a long, hard 
fight they managed to have the wells closed. The spring recently began to flow again, the 
reservoir is full of water, several of the collapsed terrace walls have been rebuilt, and a 
handful of old-timers and educated youths are planting gardens and selling their surplus 
produce in the village square. The association has recently bought some plots of land and 
want to use them to grow local vegetables, in a project that concerns all the agroecology of 
the area, together with the University of Pablo Olavide in Seville. The task of the volunteers 
will be rebuilding the walls from the ancient times and help the locals in the rehabilitation of 
the vegetable gardens. 
 
Accommodation: Volunteers will sleep at a simple hostel located in the center of the town. 
It has two bedrooms with bunk beds, kitchen, living room and washing machine. Access to 



TAKE ME TO NEVERLAND 
 

the swimming pool will be possible. This project will include a one day only vegan food day 
agreed by volunteers for the promotion of environmental sustainable lifestyle. 
 
Location and leisure: Pegalajar is a beautiful village located close to Jaen. The main economic 
activity is local tourism but they also deal with other services. Moreover, the great value and 
cultural heritage of the city, is allowing tourism development that will complement the local 
economy and disseminate the image and history of this noble village. In the last years, 
because of the economic crisis agriculture has been regarded as a possibility for young people 
with no job offers. Pegalajar and Jodar are located surrounded by the Natural Park of Sierra 
Magina with is a natural area with high quality landscape, pure and nearly virgin. 
 

Remarks: Local partner will offer Spanish classes for volunteers from basic to medium level. 
So we would be very happy that the volunteers have some basic knowledge of Spanish or 
interest. 
Terminal: Granada- Jaen Airport  
Extra fee: 50 € 

 

 

 
 

 
 

ESDA-2820 
 

Cuevas del Becerro, Malaga 
24/07/2020 - 06/08/2020 

 

Participation: 10 participants 
Age: 18-99 
Language: English, Spanish 
Type: KIDS/EDU 
 

Local partner: Town Hall of Cuevas del Becerro, De Amicitia has collaborated with them in 
the previous years. 
Work: In the town there will be linguistic summer camp for kids. Our volunteers will join them 
and help to co-create the workshops in 
English for local children. There will be 
a local monitor who is responsible to 
propose and organize activities. Each 
day, approx. four hours 
workshop/activities will be given in the 
mornings. English language is the 
pending subject of Spain. It is well 
known that Spaniards’ level of English is 
not so good, even though it is studied at 
school for more than 9 years. 
Simultaneously, the workshops will try 



RADIO GaGa 
 

to teach other values such as the respect for the environment and promote the culture of 
peace. Participants are really asked to try their best, even if they speak Spanish, to 
communicate with children and encourage them to speak English. 
 
Accommodation: Town hall will provide a basic youth hostel for the volunteers where they 
will have rooms, showers, toilets and a kitchen to cook. Volunteers should bring a summer 
sleeping bag and lower sheets will be needed. Town hall will provide the food for and it will 
be cooked by the volunteers. This project will include a one day only vegan food day agreed 
by volunteers for the promotion of environmental sustainable lifestyle. 
 
 

Description of location and leisure: Cuevas del Becerro is a town and municipality in the 
province of Málaga, part of the autonomous community of Andalusia in southern Spain. The 
municipality is situated approximately 20 kilometers from Ronda and 105 km from the city of 
Málaga. The location is quite close to Málaga so there are many possibilities of going to the 
sea side. It is also possible to reach Sevilla, Cordoba and Granada in less than 2 hours by bus, 
so there are great chances of staying some days extra as tourists. 
 

Terminal: Malaga Airport 
 

Extra fee: 50 €  
 

Requiremnts: Cerfticate of good conduct and a motivation letter is required. Desire and 
ability to work with children. Previous experiences are very welcome. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

ESDA-2920 
 

Alcala del Valle, Cadiz, Spain 
03/08/2020- 17/08/2020 

 

Participation: 12 participants 
Age: 18-99 
Language: English, Spanish 
Type: ART/CULT 
Local partner and work: Town Hall of Alcalá del Valle.  
 
Work:  The town hall would like to create some digital tools for the locals that they can use 
in the future as mass media communication. The work focuses communication digital. The 
task of the volunteers will be working with the digital communication tools such as web pages, 
streaming, radio show programming and implementation. The projects aims to connect 
environment and rural development. The volunteers have to be very motivated and creative 
and have some knowledge about digital technology. 



TALKS TO RAINBOWS 
 

 
Accommodation: Volunteers will stay in the nursery that is closed through the summer. The 
place has furniture, beds and kitchen in perfect condition. Food will be cooked by participants. 
This project will include a one day only vegan food day agreed by volunteers for the 
promotion of environmental sustainable lifestyle. 
 
Description of location and leisure: Alcalá del Valle is a city located in the province of Cádiz, 
Spain. According to the 2006 census, the city has a population of 5,355. We may visit the cave 
houses Setenil and the hiking route known as the Route of the Mills. Free entrance to the 
municipal swimming pool and entrance to the municipal sports facilities (gym, tennis, squash, 
paddle).  
Terminal: Airport Malaga(AGP) 
Extra fee: 50 €  
Requierements: The volunteers have to have good knowledge about digital technology and 
computer sciences. Motivation letter is requiered. 

 

 

   

 

 

ESDA-3020 
 

Villanueva de Algaidas, Malaga 

15/07/2020 – 31/07/2020 
 

Participation: 12 participants 
Age: 18-99 
Language: English, Spanish 
Type: ENVI/KIDS 
 

Local partner and work: The town hall of Villanueva 
de Algaidas. The work deals about environment but 
in three completely different aspects or tasks. 
Mainly volunteers will organize a summer camp for 
local children. The idea is to teach them 
environmental and other principles in English so 
that they practice the basic English they learn at 
school. Volunteers will also be asked to help in the 
irrigation and maintenance of the local parks, as there is a deficit of keepers and the Town Hall 
needs support. 
 

Accommodation: The accommodation will be in a youth hostel belongs to the town hall 
which is  occasionally used by pilgrims on the way to Santiago.The hostel is simple but 
provides everything that the volunteers need.  Has a kitchen a nice living room and two 
showers. Volunteers will cook for themselves in the kithcen of the hostel. Volunteers will 
have free entrance to the swimming pool so they can also use these facilities. This project 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cádiz_(province)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Census


BIG BANG PAELLA 
 

will include a one day only vegan food day agreed by volunteers for the promotion of 
environmental sustainable lifestyle. 
 
 

Description of location and leisure: Villanueva de Algaidas is located in the Famous Costa del 
Sol, 60 km away fromMalaga, where you can enjoy the greenery of the olive groves and the 
brilliant white of the farmhouses, or go for a bike ride in the country; these are just some of 
the options waiting for you in Villanueva de Algaidas. This district, in the northwest of the 
Malaga region, and offers multiple options for combining activities, flavors and experiences 
as you wish. Villanueva de Algaidas is reach in archaeological and patrimonial sites such as a 
complex of tombs, almost 3500 years old, the los Alcaides Necropolis. The archaeological 
remains are evidence of the presence of man in the area since the Copper Age. Two 9th 
century cave chapels move us forward through the centuries until 1566, date on which the 
Franciscan convent was founded, marking the birth of what is today known as Villanueva de 
Algaidas known as the Convent of Nuestra Senora de la Consolacion. There are two Mozarabic 
chapels lie very close to the ruins of the convent and will transport you even further back in 
time and other old sites. However the public transportation is not very good connected and 
not always possible to organise excursions. 
 
Terminal: Airport of Malaga 
Extra fee: 50 €  
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

ESDA-3120 
 

La Pobla Llarga, Valencia, Spain 
29/06/2020 – 13/07/2020 (dates to be confirmed) 

 

 

Participation: 10 participants 
Age: 18-35 
Language: English, Spanish 
Type: KIDS/EDU 
Local partner and work: Town hall of La Pobla Llarga. The main aim of the “Urban Summer 
Camp” in La Pobla Llarga is to provide intensive experience of enjoying free time and learning 
English language for kids and teenagers during two weeks in summer. The camp program 
includes games, activities, workshops, sports, excursions, swimming pool, etc.  
Simultaneously, the workshops will try to teach other values such as intercultural, tolerance, 
the respect for the environment and promote the culture of peace. The language of the camp 
is English.  



Volunteers will help to co-create the workshops in English for local children and teenagers.  
Activating kids and teenagers, providing cross-cultural learning experience for them as well 
as English language environment. It will be done through the games, workshops, sport 
activities, excursions, discussions, etc. Age of kids is 10-16 y/o. There will be a local monitor 
who is responsible to propose and organize activities. Each day, approx. four to six hours 

workshop/activities will be given in the 
mornings. The aim is that volunteers 
communicate with children in English, to 
encourage them to overcome the fear of 
speaking in a foreign language through non-
formal educational methods and setting. In first 
two days of the workcamp participants will 
spend time together to know the program and 
prepared and propose some owns workshops in 
relation with your capacity, interest or ability. 
We want that the volunteers can be involved 

and take part of the all project. If you like dance, you can propose teach a dance; if you 
practice handball, organize a competition, etc.  
It would be a bonus if volunteers could speak a little Spanish but it’s is not essential. 
Accommodation: Accommodation will be a cultural house in La Pobla Llarga, where 
workcamp is taking place. There is a space for sleep (during the year is a psychometric space 
for the kindergarten), common space with a kitchen and bathroom and a terrace. For lunch 
and dinner, the cooker of summer school will cook for the volunteers. For breakfast the town 
hall gives you the meal or money to buy in a supermarket. Volunteers will sleep on mats. 
Please bring a sleeping bag!   
 
This project will include a one day only vegan food day agreed by volunteers for the 
promotion of environmental sustainable lifestyle. 
 
Description of location and leisure: La Pobla Llarga a town and municipality located in the 
province of Valencia Spain, 50 km from Valencia and 20 min by car to  reach the beach. There 
is a very good connection by train with Valencia. In summertime the city hall organises cultural 
activities at night.  
Terminal:  Valencia. The nearest airport is Manises (Valencia).  
Extra fee: 50 € 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



PEBBLES ARTWORK  
 

 

 
 

ESDA-3220   30/07/2020 – 09/08/2020 PEBBLES ARTWORK I 
 ESDA-3320    09/08/2020 – 19/08/2020 PEBBLES ARTWORK II 

 

 

Participation: 14 participants 
Age: 15-17 
Language: English, Spanish 
Type: ART /CULT 
Local partner and the project: The partner is the town hall of Braojos. 
 
Work: The aim of the project is to work on the local develiopment and increase awareness 
on the participants and also the locals of the town with the help of a creative tool. Participants 
will use the mosaic decoration technique to give some messages to that small town. This 
project started last year and the volunteers have covered a small part of a big exterior wall. 
The main task of the volunteers will be creating some wall art with the broken tiles and 
pebbles using the mosaic art technique. 
 Work will be done Monday to Friday, approx. 6 hours per day. Volunteers are going to start 
working at around 8:00 and will finish at 14:00. 
 
Accommodation: The town hall of Braojos is providing us the youth hostel of the town. The 
hostel has 10 rooms  with bunk beds(rooms for 4 to 10) to share within participants, with 
saparete toilet area. Boys and girls will sleep separately. The volunteers have to bring their 
own sleeping bags and sheets. Food will be prepared by the  volunteers.  This project will 
include a one day only vegan food day agreed by volunteers for the promotion of 
environmental sustainable lifestyle. 
 
Location: Braojos is a municipality of Spain belonging to the Community of Madrid. It is 
included in the area of influence of the port of Somosierra, traditional step of the so-called 
"Camino de Francia", and in its term is also the port of Arcones. In 2017 it had a population 
of 200 inhabitants. 86 km away from Madrid and it takes approximately a bit more than 1 
hour to reach it. During the weekend and free time you may visit the Spanish capital. 
Terminal: Nearest airport Madrid-Adolfo Suarez-Barajas (www.aena.es).  
 

Extra fee: 250 € 

 
Important: 
-Sleeping Summer bag and bed sheets required.  
-Last day will take place in Madrid at youth hostel. 
-There will be a picking up service till 17.15 of every first day of each workcamp at Madrid 
Barajas Airport but volunteers are entitled to pay buses from Madrid to Braojos and back. 
Therefore arrival to Madrid Airport should be done before 17.00. Please take this into 
consideration before booking your plane. 
-Volunteers will be helped to travel to the airport on their way back home from Madrid but 



LOS OJOS DE BRAOJOS 
 

we cannot guarantee we will be able to take all them to the airport or do the check in. 

 
 

 

 

 

ESDA-3420 

 

Braojos, Madrid 

16/07/2020 – 30/07/2020 

Participation: 14 participants 
Age: 18 – 45  
Language: English, Spanish 
Type: KIDS/EDU 
Local partner and the project: The partner is the town hall of Braojos. 
 
Work: The volunteer's work will provide intensive experience of enjoying free time and 
learning English language for kids and teenagers during two weeks in summer. The camp 
program includes games, activities, workshops, sports, excursions, swimming pool, etc. 
Simultaneously, the workshops will try to teach other values such as intercultural, tolerance, 
the respect for the environment and promote the culture of peace. The language of the camp 
is English. Volunteers will help to co-create the workshops in English for local children and 
teenagers. Activating kids and teenagers, providing cross- cultural learning experience for 
them as well as English language environment. It will be done through the games, workshops, 
sport activities, excursions, discussions, etc. It would be a bonus if volunteers could speak a 
little Spanish but it’s is not essential. 
 
Accommodation: The town hall of Braojos is providing us the youth hostel of the town. The 
hostel has 10 rooms  with bunk beds(rooms for 4 to 10) to share within participants, with 
saparete toilet area. Boys and girls will sleep separately. The volunteers have to bring their 
own sleeping bags and sheets. Food will be prepared by the  volunteers.  This project will 
include a one day only vegan food day agreed by volunteers for the promotion of 
environmental sustainable lifestyle. 
 
Location: Braojos is a municipality of Spain belonging to the Community of Madrid. It is 
included in the area of influence of the port of Somosierra, traditional step of the so-called 
"Camino de Francia", and in its term is also the port of Arcones. In 2017 it had a population 
of 200 inhabitants. 86 km away from Madrid and it takes approximately a bit more than 1 
hour to reach it. During the weekend and free time you may visit the Spanish capital. 
Terminal: Nearest airport Madrid-Adolfo Suarez-Barajas (www.aena.es).  
Extra fee: 50 € 

 

 

 

 



PINKY FLAMINGOS 
 

  

 

 

Calpe, Alicante 

 

ESDA-3520    01/07/2020 – 12/07/2020 Pinky Flamingos I 

ESDA-3620    11/07/2020 – 22/07/2020 Pinky Flamingos II 

ESDA-3720     21/07/2020 – 01/08/2020 Pinky Flamingos III 
ESDA-3820    31/07/2020– 11/08/2020 Pinky Flamingos IV 

ESDA-3920    10/08/2020 – 22/08/2020 Pinky Flamingos V 

ESDA-4020    21/08/2020– 01/09/2020 Pink Flamingos VI 
 

Participation: 12 participants 
Age: 15-17 
Language: English, Spanish 
Type: TEEN/ENVI/MANU 
Local partner: City hall of Calpe.  
Work: This project is mostly an environmental visibility project. The volunteers will have 
various task.Volunteers will clean up a natural park located close to the Salinas (a lake in the 
center of Calpe). During the 1970’s this park was totally green and the people were using this 
park for picnic and children’s playground, nevertheless for some years the areas around have 
been used by people to leave garbage. Nowadays the town hall wants to make this park green 
again in order to use it as a playground for children. They had burnt all the rubbish there but 
all the glasses and the bottles left on the ground. 
The other tasks that the volunteers have to carry on are; 
- Creating visibility campaigns in the beach 
- Cleaning of the small and forgotten beaches. 
- Fire watching and awareness to fire control. 
- Fixing some areas of the Casa Coco 
- Cleaning the botanic garden in the salinas 
 
Work will be done Monday to Friday, approx. 6 hours per day. Volunteers are going to start 
working at around 8:00 and will finish at 14:00. 
 
Accommodation: The accommodation will be in the volunteer’s house in Calpe. Volunteers 
are required to bring summer sleeping bags. The accommodation is basic, but there will 
enough equipment for the volunteers. And also it would be just for volunteers and sandy 
beaches are not very far away. This project will include a one day only vegan food day agreed 
by volunteers for the promotion of environmental sustainable lifestyle.  
Note: There could be some changes in the accommodation arrangement. The alternative 
option will be tents in the equipped camping area in the hills of Calpe. 
 
Location and leisure:  
Calpe, a town with a long history and deeply-rooted traditions, is also one of the main tourist 
destinations on the Costa Blanca. The Marina, the promenade and eleven kilometers of 
coastline, marked by cliffs, beaches and coves, are some of the many attractions. Another 



ECHO OF EL SAUCEJO 
 

attraction is one of the symbols of the town, the Rock of Ifach, a huge calcareous rock, 332 
meters high, that penetrates the sea and gave the town its name. Calpe is a beautiful touristic 
resort and it has many options for entertainment (concerts, excursions, swimming, 
archaeological sites, hikes). 
Terminal: Alicante airport  
Extra Fee: 250€ 

Important: 
-Sleeping Summer bag and bed sheets required.  
-Last day will take place in Alicante at youth hostel. 
-There will be a picking up service till 17.15 of every first day of each workcamp at Alicante el 
Altet Airport but volunteers are entitled to pay buses from Alicante to Calpe and back. 
Therefore arrival to Alicante el Altet should be done before 17.00. Please take this into 
consideration before booking your plane. 
-Volunteers will be helped to travel to the airport on their way back home from Alicante but 
we cannot guarantee we will be able to take all them to the airport or do the check in. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ESDA-4120   03/07/2020 – 17/07/2020 ECHO OF EL SAUCEJO I 
 ESDA-4220    17/07/2020 – 31/07/2020 ECHO OF EL SAUCEJO II 

 
 
Participation: 14 participants 
Age: 18-99 
Language: English, Spanish 
Type: KIDS/EDU 
 
Local partner: Our local partner is the town hall of El Saucejo. De Amicitia collaborated with 
them also in previous years. 



MEET ME IN MANUEL 
 

 
Work: The task of the volunteers will be creating workshops for the local kids from 3 to 12 
years old. The volunteers will prepare and finalize the programe in the first days. Each day, a 
four hours workshop/activities will be given and organised for kids in the morning. The 
volunteers will have many facilities to do the activities with children. The main idea is to create 
games and to be the first contact in English comunication for those kids that they don´t have 
opportunity to learn and practice English language. 
 

Accommodation: The accommodation will be in the gym of a high school. As there is no one 
in the school during the summer, the accommodation and also the school yard will be just for 
us. There will be mattresses provided. And also town hall will provide the food for us and it 
will be cooked by the volunteers in the basic camping kitchen in the school yard.  There are 
showers and bathrooms for girls and boys separately. Summer sleeping bag and lower sheets 
will be needed! 
 
This project will include a one day only vegan food day agreed by volunteers for the 
promotion of environmental sustainable lifestyle. 
 
Location: El Saucejo is a town located 80 km away from Sevilla. You reach Sevilla, Granada, 
Cordoba or Malaga in a bit more than an hour. We advise you to book some extra days to do 
all these excursions. You will enjoy nice natural areas around and lively summer Spanish 
fiestas. Temperatures in July here are really high, so be prepared for hot summer. Village has 
4500 inhabitants. Economic activity is based on agriculture but there are some steps forward 
to tourism, as it is a dwelling town from which you are able to reach the nicest spots of 
Andalucia. It is very well-known for the improvements taken on reduction of energy 
consumption. For instance, the whole town uses a special illumination system designed by a 
local citizen that helps to reduce light pollution. 
Terminal: Nearest airport Malaga 
Extra fee: 50 €  
Requirements: Cerfticate of good conduct and a motivation letter is required. Desire and 
ability to work with children. Previous experiences are very welcome. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ESDA-4320 

 

Manuel, Valencia 

16/07/2020 – 30/07/2020 (to be confirmed) 
Participation: 14 participants 
Age: 18 – 99  
Language: English, Spanish 
Type: ENVI 



Local partner and the project: The partner is the town hall of Manuel. 
 
 
Work: Volunteers will help restoring natural áreas promoting work has an environmental 
character. Manuel has three important natural áreas that need to be taken care. Albaida river, 
the Natural Protected Area of Las salinas with the Salinas House and the old abandoned 
railway. Leisure and culture in Manuel have been strongly connected with these three natural 
areas. Municipality is restoring the area together trying to involve the local youngsters. The 
task of volunteers will be improve the natural areas, clean the river bends, check and signalize 
trails and reconstruct the garden of La casa de las salinas. The municipality will ask volunteers 
to do other types of manual work for the environment, depending on the necessities of the 
municipality in a certain moment.  
 
Accommodation: Accommodation will be at the gym of the local school right in the town 
center. We will provide with mattresses but volunteers should bring pillows and summer 
sleeping bags (or sheets) Volunteers will cook for themselves. The accommodation is basic 
but comfortable. There will be free access to the swimming pool. 
This project will include a one day only vegan food day agreed by volunteers for the 
promotion of environmental sustainable lifestyle. 
 
Location: Manuel is a charming agriculture town, located very close to Valencia. You will be 
able to experience the immersion of Spanish culture while have the possibility of 
exploring a big city as Valencia and the beaches nearby. It is also possible to see 
another nearby towns on the weekend or preferably after the workcamp, so you 
may reserve some extra days for that. 


